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ABSTRACT. With the emergence of new safe and secure situation in Ampara District, 
the relationship between the difference ethnic communities, started to spring relatively 
towards easy access and understanding of each others social, cultural, economic and 
political aspect. As a result of this dawn of new and fear free situation, Muslims, 
Tamils and Sinhalese of this region have commenced to interact happily with deep 
sense about their cultural, social economic and other day to day interacting process. 
The conflict situation for the last 30 years had shattered the harmonies life of 
these people. In this region, historically these communities have been living very 
closely and used to spend their time in deep discussion or witnessing each other 
communities, social affairs of house held ceremonies.During the period of war 
suspicion and hatreds had developed and due to this, many damages were metted out to 
every communities. Women and Children suffered a lot. It is very difficult to illustrate 
the deep changes that affected the society by 1980 and 1990 and tell the end of war in 
2009. The public climate during these years was entirely dark. 
The return of the new and silver living situation or the post war climate is the 
clear evidence for the new happy civilian life. For anr example the free movement of 
people to inner areas. This is a good and bright sign for the nation's development. 
In this research paper, 1 discuss the harmonies and happy co-existence of sister 
communities in this region historically and the dramatic changes took place after the 
end of the war.To write this article, Journals, Books, news papers and Govt, documents 
would be referred. Since this research is based on the case study, interviews would be 
conducted to write this article.. 
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